### Alarms
- Acknowledge alarm
- Create alarm
- Disable alarm action
- Disable or enable alarm on entity
- Modify alarm
- Remove alarm
- Set alarm status

### Datacenter
- Query IP pool allocation

### Datastore
- Allocate space
- Browse datastore

### Extension
- Register extension
- Unregister extension
- Update extension

### Global
- Cancel task
- Log event
- Proxy
- Set custom attribute
- Settings

### Host
- Configuration
  - Advanced settings
  - Maintenance
  - System resources
  - Virtual machine autostart configuration
- Inventory
  - Modify cluster
Network

- Assign network

Resource

- Apply recommendation
- Assign vApp to resource pool
- Assign virtual machine to resource pool
- Create resource pool
- Migrate powered off virtual machine
- Migrate powered on virtual machine
- Modify resource pool
- Move resource pool
- Query vMotion
- Remove resource pool
- Rename resource pool

Scheduled task

- Create tasks
- Modify task
- Remove task
- Run task

Sessions

- Impersonate user
- Message
- Validate session
- View and stop sessions

Tasks

- Create task
- Update task

vApp

- Add virtual machine
- Assign resource pool
- Assign vApp
- Move
- Power off
- Power on
- View OVF environment

### Virtual machine

- Change Configuration
  - Acquire disk lease
  - Add existing disk
  - Add new disk
  - Add or remove device
  - Advanced configuration
  - Change CPU count
  - Change Memory
  - Change Settings
  - Change Swapfile placement
  - Change resource
  - Configure Host USB device
  - Configure Raw device
  - Configure managedBy
  - Display connection settings
  - Extend virtual disk
  - Modify device settings
  - Query Fault Tolerance compatibility
  - Query unowned files
  - Reload from path
  - Remove disk
  - Rename
  - Reset guest information
  - Set annotation
  - Toggle disk change tracking
  - Toggle fork parent
  - Upgrade virtual machine compatibility

- Edit Inventory
  - Create from existing
  - Create new
  - Move
  - Register
  - Remove
  - Unregister

- Guest operations
  - Guest operation alias modification
  - Guest operation alias query
- Guest operation modifications
- Guest operation program execution
- Guest operation queries

**Interaction**
- Answer question
- Configure CD media
- Configure floppy media
- Connect devices
- Create screenshot
- Defragment all disks
- Drag and drop
- Install VMware Tools
- Pause or Unpause
- Power off
- Power on
- Resume Fault Tolerance
- Suspend
- Suspend Fault Tolerance
- Suspend to memory
- Turn off Fault Tolerance
- Turn on Fault Tolerance

**Service configuration**
- Allow notifications
- Allow polling of global event notifications
- Manage service configurations
- Modify service configuration
- Query service configurations
- Read service configuration